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Abstract.Opticalscintillation
wasmeasured
for horizontalpaths120to 600meterslong,
about 1.5metersaboveuniformsurfaces,
both snowand grass.The resultsare relatedto tem-

perature
profiles,
windspeeds,
Richardson
numbers,
andpathlengths.
Powerspectra
of scintil-

lation measuredundervariousconditionsof stablystratifiedflow are presentedand discussed.

mentsof opticalscintillationmadeduringan investigationof the dependenceof visual resolu-

INTRODUCTION

Variationsin densityassociated
with turbution on wind and temperature conditionsnear
lence producedistortionsin wave phenomena
the ground. Constant-intensity,parallel-beam
propagating
throughthe atmosphere.
The dis- light sourceswere placedat severaldistancesup
tortionsmay be described
as perturbationsin
to 600 meters from a telephotometer.Both the
both the amplitudeand the phaseof the incilight sourcesand the telephotometerwere about
dent wave. In the field of optics,the effectsof
1.5 meters above uniform and horizontal grass
perturbationshave been termed scintillations and snow surfaces. The measurements were simby the astronomers,
who,sincethe time of the
ilar to those describedby Siedentop/and Wisfirst telescopes,
have beenplaguedwith erratic
shak [1948], Tatarski, Gutrich, Kallistratova,
stellarimagescausedby atmospheric
turbulence.
and Terenteva [1958], and Gurvich, Tatarski,
In ordinaryopticalwork the distortionsof amand Cvang [1958]. Related findings have been
plitude and phase appear as fluctuationsin
reported by a number of investigatorsin the
brightness
and colorand are sometimes
referred
United States also, none of whom, however,as
to as brightnessscintillationand colorscintillafar as is known, has included appropriate mition [Ellison, 1954], respectively.In addition,
the distortion and associatedimage motion are
often referred to as shimmer or 'boil' [Middleton, 1952].
The distortions are caused by variations in

speed of propagationthrough turbulent ele-

crometeorologicalmeasurementswith which the
observed scintillation

characteristics

can be re-

lated to flow properties.The results described
here, furthermore, cover a wider range of stratification than has been reported previously.
Most theoretical analysesof the subject have

ments having different densities and hence been made for stellar scintillation for both
different indexesof refraction. For optical waveoptical a.nd radio wavelengths.The works of
lengthsand normal atmosphericpressures,
temRayleigh [1893], Bergmann [1946], Booker,
peratures,and constituents,it can be readily
Rateli#e, and Shinn [1950], Hewish [1951],
shown [Bellaire and Elder, 1960] that temperaChandrasekhar[1952], Fejer [1953], van Isacker
ture fluctuation in turbulent motion is the only
[1954], Keller and others [1956], and Silverman
significantfactor in creatingscintillation effects.
[1956] should be mentioned. A comprehensive
This article presentssomeresults of measuresurveyof much of the work in this area is given
by Nettlebad [1953]. More recently, analytical
• Based on a paper presentedat the International
modelsappropriate for horizontal optical paths
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysics sponsored in the surface layer of the atmosphere have
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geo- been developedby Obukhov [1953], Chernov
physics and International Union of Theoretical
[1960], and Tatarski [1961]. In the last both
and Applied Mechanics,held September 4-9, 1961, theory and experimental results are given for
in Marseilles, France.
propagationnear the ground.
Contribution 63 from the Meteorological LabTata.rski's development is based on the firstoratories, University of Michigan.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of scintillationmeasurementsystem.

order perturbationtheory of wave propagation for the grassmeasurementsvaried from 122 to
600 meters.
in an isotropic turbulent field in which the index of refractionmay be regardedas a conThe general schemeof scintillation measureservativepassiveadditive.The specificquanti- ment is shownin Figure 1. The light sources
tative analysisof direct concerndependson were 5-inch sealed-beamspot lamps powered
the assumptionthat the structure function of by 12-voltbatteries.The telephotometer
had a
the index of refraction is proportionalto the 3-inch aperture and a lens systemthat focused
2• power of the separationdistancein accord- the light on a Dumonttype 6467multiplierphoance with the Kolmogorovequilibriumrange. totube. The intensity of fluctuationwas measThe light sourceand most of the path lengths ured in terms of the per cent modulation of
employedfor the findingsreported here are the receivedsignal, definedas the ratio of the
such that Tatarski's theory for the condition mean peak-to-peak amplitude to the average,
or d-c, level. This quantity, Pro, gives a meas-

lo<< (•L) 1/2<< Lo

ure of the intensityof fluctuationsindependent
of changesin brightnessdue to attenuationby
of turbulence,Lothe externalscale,,• the wave- the atmosphere.
For spectralanalysisthe pholengthof light, and L the lengthof the optical totube signal was also recorded on magnetic
path. In the presentationthat followsfrequent tape by means of frequencymodulation of a
would be valid. Parameter gois the microscale

reference is made to Tatarski's theoretical anal-

carrier signal.

ysis and to the experimentalfindingsreported
Continuousrecordsof meteorological
variables
by him and his colleagues.
were madethroughoutall measurement
periods.
Wind and temperature profileswere measured
MEASUREMENT LOCATION AND
with sensorsat 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 metersabovethe
INSTRUMENTATION
surface at a single location near the optical
Measurements were made over snow on an
path. The sensorarray is shownin Figure 2.
airfield in northern Michigan and over grass The anemometers were standard Beckman and
on one in southernMichigan.The opticalpath Whitley instrumentsmatchedto within 1 per
was about 1.5 meters above each surface,and cent. The temperature sensorswere copperthe area upwind was uniform and level for at
constantan thermocouplejunctions (less than
least 250 meters.The optical path for the snow 0.2-mm diameter) supportedin flat-plate radiameasurementswas 550 meters long, and that tion shields.The recordingsystemspermitted
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Fig. 2. Micrometeorologicalprofile mast with anemometersand shielded thermocouplesat
four heights.

resolutionof about0.1øCtemperaturedifference modulationcoincidedwith maximum radiation
and 1.5 meters of air movement.Wind direction
was measuredwith a singlevane at a height of
about 4 meters.

RESULTS
AND
DISCUSSION
Per cent modulation and tberm• stability.

received and that a secondary maximum occurred during the night with nocturnal radia-

tion loss.A minimum in per cent modulation
occurredshortly after sunrise and again be-

foresunset.
Although
theydid notmeasure
temperature profiles, the results led them to

If the influenceof pressureand water-vapor conclude
that scintillation
wascloselyassociated
fluctuations
arenegligible,
directdependence
of with the magnitudeof the meantemperature
scintillationon temperaturefluctuationsmay gradientnormalto the opticalpath.

be expected.
Thus,for turbulentflowstatisti- Tatarski,Gutrich,Kallistratova,
andTerencallyhomogeneous
in the horizontal,
the aver- teva [1958] measured
the intensityof scinageintensityof scintillation
shouldbe directly tillation for opticalpaths varyingfrom 550
relatedto the (mean,vertical)temperatureprofile. $iedentop•and Wisshak[1948] measured
scintillation,
windspeed,andsolarradiationsimultaneously,
findingthat maximumper cent

to more than 3000 meters at a height of 1
meter over a fiat regionof the steppe.Their
scintillationmeasurements
were in terms of
the root-mean-square
fluctuations
of light in-
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the adiabaticlayer could create no temperature
discontinuities,
the measuredper cent modulation at its minimum

value must be accredited

to pressureand water-vapor fluctuationsor to
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the noise level of the measurement system.
The above reasoning does not account for
the increase in scintillation
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1700 EST when the temperature differencere•
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mained near an adiabatic value. Similar characteristics have been observed on several occa-
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sionsand are due, apparently, to radiation error
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in temperature measurement.At low sun angles
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the fiat-plate radiation shieldswere ineffective
and, becauseof the wind speed increasewith
-4
02
1.0
height,the lower probescouldindicatetempera1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000
2 0.00.5 ture significantly greater than true.
T•E (EST)
During the night the scintillation showed a
Fig. 3. Typical v•ri•tion o• scintillation through
secondmaximum in the presence of the noc• •nset period.
turnal inversion.This period was characterized
by frequent changesin temperaturedifference
tensity, and they found that this parameter causedby light and variable wind. The resultvaried as the 0.35 power of the temperature ing variations in scintillation intensity were
gradientwith a correlationcoef•cient0.9. The marked by brief intervals of extreme shimmer
relationshipwas independent
of the lengthof and scintillationwhen increasesin wind speed
path.
mixed highly stratified layers.
Figure 3 presentssometypical findingsin
A systematicrelationship between scintillathe presentinvestigation.
It showsthe variation tion intensity and average vertical temperature
of per cent modulationthrougha cloudless
sun- difference was found in the measurements made
set period in mid-October.The measurements over snow in inversion conditions. The results
were made over grassfor a 600-meterpath. Si- for a large number of 2-minute averageswere
multaneous measurements of average temperagrouped and plotted in logarithmic coordinates
ture difference between 2 meters and 0.5 meter
as shown in Figure 4. Each point is the mean
and averagewind speedat 2 meters are also
- 6

0.4

1.5

shown.The temperaturedifferencevaried from
a midafternoonlapse value of about 0.5øC,
throughan adiabaticperiodbeforesunset(1715
EST), to a nighttimeinversionwhichoccasionally reached2.2øC. The 2-meter wind speed
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varied between 3 and 6 mps during the lapse
period and between2 and 3 raps during the inversion period.
The most striking feature of the scintillation
pattern is its correspondence
with the absolute
value of vertical temperaturedifference.A broad
daytime maximum (not shown) occurred a
short tiine after noon, and, as the lapse rate
decreasedwith decreasedsolar heating, scintillation dropped to a distinct minimum before
sunset at the time of near-adiabatic

.
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The wind speed was about 4 mps during the
near-adiabaticperiod, and turbulent flow would

difference

be expected,but, sinceverticalmotionsthrough

snow.

Fig. 4. Per cent modulation versus temperature
between

4 meters

and 0.5 meter

over
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of the indicatednumber of averagesof per cent
modulationwithin 1-degreetemperature differ-

12

ence increments. The vertical line segment cen-

1

tered on each point indicatesthe standarddeviation as computedon a logarithmicscale.
The grouped data were subjected to a
weighted linear regressionanalysis.The resuitingline, as shownin the figure,has a slope
of +0.35. The fact that this figure is not different from that found by Tatarski, Gurvich,
Kallistratova,and Terenteva [1958] must be
regardedas fortuitous,sincethey related the
root-mean-squarefluctuations
• to temperature
differencesbetween the heights of 8 and 2 me-
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Fig. 5. Relationshipof per cent modulation to

ters.Their opticalpathwasaboutI meterabove temperature differencebetween 4 meters and 0.5
the surface. The results of both investigations,

meter and wind speed at 2 meters over snow.

however,confirm the obvioussignificanceof
the mean temperature gradient in controlling along with the standarddeviationcomputed
on a logarithmicscale.The groupingwas arbithe intensity of scintillation.
trarily basedon equal intervalsof Richardson
The scintillation data used for Figure 4, regroupedaccordingto both temperaturediffer- numberson the logarithmicscale.The two lines
ence and wind 'speed, after some smoothing, whoseequationsare shownin the figure were
producedthe pattern shownin Figure 5. It is obtainedby linear regressionwith each point
apparent that, for a constanttemperaturedif- weightedaccordingto the number of observaference, an increasein wind speed causesan tions averaged.The best point of intersection
increasein scintillation. An exceptionseemsto was determined by trial. The choice of two
exist for per cent modulation greater than 50, straight lines instead of a continuousfunction
where a decreaseoccursfor wind greater than
1.5 to 2 m/sec. The relatively few data in this

category,however,may be misleading.
The systematic relationshipsshown in Fig-

was arbitrary and was basedon the idea of the
existenceof a critical Richardsonnumber separating laminar from turbulent flow.
The intersection of the two lines suggestsa

changein averageflow characteristicssuchthat
the decreasein amount of scintillation per unit
tion conditions. Since scintillation can be extemperaturegradient with increasingstability
pected to depend on both the magnitude of is nearly an order of magnitudegreater for Ri
• -]-0.35 than for Ri • -]-0.35. For purely
the temperature gradient and the intensity of
vertical motions, the ratios of per cent modula- laminar flow it may be argued that scintillation to mean temperature differencewere plot- tion intensity would be constantand at a minited against Richardson numbers in logarithmic mum similar to that observedduring adiabatic
conditions.Any relationshipbetweenthe paramcoordinatesas shown in Figure 6.
'Quasi-local'Richardsonnumberswere calcu- eter Pm/AT and Ri for Ri greater than critical
lated from 1- and 2-meter data according to would represent merely how the temperature
Lettau's definition [Lettau and Davidson, difference,alone, varied with Richardsonnum1957]. As in Figure 4, the number of 2-minute ber. For the region -]-0.35 • Ri • + 10, howaverages included in each point is indicated ever, there was a relatively large scatter in the
original data, as shownby the standard deviaa The results of these authors are given in terms
tions, and it was the experienceof the observer
of the quantity
that, during the conditions representedhere,

ures 4 and 5 suggestthe Richardson number as
a useful parameter for characterizingscintilla-

d = (•-

•o)•

in which I is the apparent intensity of the light
source.It can be shown that • is related to Pm by
a constantfactor for Pm significantlylessthan 100.

both visual resolution and scintillation varied
between wide limits. Small increases in wind

speedwere observedto causevery high scintillation for short periods following relatively
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Fig. 6. Per cent modulation per unit temperature difference between 1 and 2 meters versus
Richardson number over snow.

longer intervals of extreme stratification and

conditionswere reported to be steady, but no
almost no scintillation.The observationssup- informationon wind and temperatureconditions
port the idea of the presenceof internal gravity was given.
waves with frequent breaking to brief periods
Gurvich, Tatarski, and Cvang [1958] (see,
of turbulent flow. The averages of such data also, Tatarski [1961]) have presentedtheoretimake up the points in Figure 6 for q-0.35 < Ri
cal and experimental results that correspond,
< q-10.0, so that this region may be regarded
as one characterizedby intermittent turbulence
causingextreme scintillation for short intervals.
Per cent modulation and path length. Al-

respectively,to Pm cc L ø'• and Pm o: L ø'ø8.
As
was noted earlier, the theory is basedon the

thoughit is commonlyobservedthat the optical
effects of turbulence near the ground increase
with increase in path length, apparently no
quantitative observationsof length-of-pathdependencehad beenmade before thoseof Siedentop[ and Wisshak [1948]. They found that the
relationship between per cent modulation and
length of path had the characteristicsof a saturation curve that approachedits limiting value
at a path length of 1200 meters. Bellaire and
Ryznar [1961] have shown that the data of
Siedentopf and Wisshak may be represented,
however,by separaterelationshipsaccordingto
path length, L, as follows:

lo<< (kL)•/2 << Lo

% law for the condition

Their data were obtained by placing a light
source at various

distances from

250 to 2000

meters, and although different heights were
used for paths of different lengths the data
were adjustedaccordingto measuredtemperature gradients.
Some results of the present investigationare
shown in Figure 7. The measurementswere
made with separatelight sourcesplacedat 122,
244, 366, 488, and 610 meters from the telephotometer.A remote relay switchingarrangement permitted the light sourcesto be activated
in rapid sequenceso that the effectsof varyPm •: L
80m
< L <
400m
ing wind and temperature conditionscould be
Pm •: L ø.•
400m
< L < 1000m
minimized. For each of the experimentsthe
Pm •: L ø'•ø
1000 m < L < 1600 m
wind speedwas about 3 mps, but the direction
Siedentopf and Wisshak made their measure- relative to the path varied from a -- 0ø to a
ments at night with a light source near the -- 090ø, as noted in the figure.
photometer directed toward a corner mirror.
From the tabulations in the figure it is seen
The mirror was placed at different distances that the data for tests2 and 3, havingtemperavarying from 40 to $00 meters. The scintillation ture differences
of --0.25øC and q,0.20øC,re-
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Fig. 7. Per cent modulation versuslength of optical path.

spectively,giveexponents
for L not greatlydif- lower frequenciesas the aperture diameter is
ferent from that (0.91) predictedby Tatarski, increased.
whereasthosefor test 1, with a temperature Since the scintillation measurementsreported

difference
of +0.8øC,yielda valueof only0.78. here were obtained with a 3-inch aperture, an
Possiblydeviationfrom isotropyandthe 2/• law exploratorytest was madeto determineexperiin the stablystratifiedflowis responsible
for the mentally the effect of aperture size on spectral
lack of closeragreement.
Scintillationpower spectra. A major result

measurements.
An adjustableaperture was fitted to the telephotometer, and successive2of Tatarski's [1961] theoreticaldevelopment minute observationswere made with apertures
for scintillation is that the normalized fre3, 2.5, 3, 2, 3, 1.5, 3, 1, 3, 0.5, and 3 inches
quencyspectrumdependsonly on the quantity in diameter. The observations were made at
f(XL)'/•'/v,, in which• is the frequency(cps), night over a short grass surface with an op• the wavelengthof light, L the opticalpath tical path about 550 meters long. Wind and
length, and v, the cross-wind(to the path) temperature conditionswere unusually steady
compenentof the wind speed.
throughout the experiment; the alternating
The theory is basedon 'frozen-in'turbulence, measurementswith the 3-inch aperture showed
i.e., turbulence in which the discontinuities relatively minor variations from one to the
themselves
do not changeas they movethrough other.
The results are shown in Figure 8, in which
the opticalpath. It is valid, furthermore,only
when the angle between the wind direction and the square root of normalized power per unit
frequency is plotted against frequency. There
the optical path satisfiesthe inequality
is relatively little differencebetween data from
the 3- and the 2.5-inch apertures.As the aperin which v, and vt are the wind components ture is decreasedto I and 0.5 inch, however,
normal to and parallel to the optical path, the relative power below 20 cycles decreases
respectively.
and that above increases.The total power beTo accountfor the 'aperture smoothing'ef- fore normalization increasedfrom a per cent
fect of a receiver,Tatarski developsthe theory modulation of 31 at 3-inch aperture to 74 at
further to include a term that decreases the
0.5-inch. The results are in general agreement
spectral energy and shifts the maximum toward with Tatarski's theoreticalanalysis.
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a widerangeof visualresolution
conditions,
and
they representindependentobservationsinsofar as all exceptperiodsI and III were measuredon separatedays.Thesetwo wererecorded
on the sameday but weremorethan 30 minutes
apart. Resultsof the analysesare presentedin
three different ways in Figures 9, 10, and 11.
Each of the three figuresshowsall eight spectra, but the different representationsfacilitate
comparisonof the spectrain relation to flow
properties.
In Figure 9, the spectraare shownas measured. The most striking differencesamong the
spectraappear in the total power represented
by
200

FREQUENCY(cps)

Fig. 8.

Effect of aperture size on normalized frequency spectra of scintillation.

The spectraldata shownin Figure 8, as well
as thosedescribedbelow,were obtaineddirectly
from the (frequencymodulation)analogrecording on magnetictape. The originalsignalfor a
2-minute interval

was re-recorded on a 75-foot

tape loop that could be replayed at various
speedson a tape loop machine capable of a
factor-of-8 time compression.The signal was
demodulated,and its analog was suppliedto a
wave analyzer.The systempermitted measurement of the rms amplitudein any 1.25-cpsband
over the range of 2.5 to 2500 cps. A similar
method of spectral analysishas been described
by Parks [1960].
Spectralanalyseswere made for eight 2-minute periods of scintillationrecordingobtained
in inversion

conditions

over

snow. Pertinent

meteorologicaland scintillation data are listed
in Table 1. The periodswere selectedto cover
TABLE

T2m - Tlm•
Period

øC

I
II
III
IV
v
vI
vii

I 7
20

viii

13
09
o8
15
0.05
04

[

•2.5

for the different curves.The integralsshouldbe
proportionalto the per cent modulationvalues
measured simultaneously.A comparisonshows
reasonable agreement for periods I through
VI. The integrals for periodsVII and VIII are
too small in relation to the measuredper cent
modulation values. This discrepancymay be
traced to possiblefrequencydependency
of the
per cent modulationrecordingcircuit, a matter
that is currently under investigation.
For more direct comparisonthe spectra were
normalized by a factor to render all eight integrals equivalent. It was found, then, that the
spectra could be grouped arbitrarily into four
categoriesaccordingto generalshapecharacteristics. These are shownin Figure 10 along with
appropriate average Richardson numbers and
cross-windcomponentsfor the groupings.The
spectrain group i representperiodsfor which
Ri > +0.35, the critical value suggestedby
Figure 6. The high values of relative power
1

7•1.5m,
cm sec -1

cm sec -1

Ri

% Modulation

137
53
94
31o
72
96
462
146

69
51
60
131
46
93
264
112

+0.19
+0.6O
+0.16
+0.13
+3.77
+0.59
+O.Ol
+0.35

62
62
39
4O
28
29

11

11

27

13

12

9
10
12

7
8

0.26
031
0 28
0 15
0 24
0 15
0 17
0 18
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for the low frequencies,in comparison,for example,with the spectrain group3, whichrepresent periodsof comparablecrosswind, support

tween m and Ri, although there is a suggestion
of correlationbetween/• and Ri. For the three
caseswith Ri > +0.35, /• averagesabout 8;
the idea that internal gravity waves were refor thosewith 0.1 < Ri < 0.35, f• averageis
sponsiblefor much of the scintillationobserved about 11; and for the single case with Ri -during these periods.
0.01, f• ----27. It may be concluded,tentatively,
The effect of cross-windspeedshouldbe seen that [m decreaseswith increasing Richardson
by comparinggroups3 and 4, which have com- number.It is not clear,however,why normalizaparable Richardson numbers but cross-wind tion to cross-windspeed degradesrather than
speedsthat differ by a factor of 2. Although improves the correlation. One possible cause
thesetwo groupsare quite similar,a smallshift may be the inadequacy of the wind direction
in relative power to higher frequenciesfor the measurements,since they were obtained at a
higher cross-windspeedmay be noted. Between singlelocation near the optical path. With light
7.5 and 35 eps the relative power in group 4 winds it is likely that this single measurement
is consistently higher than that for group 3, is quite inaccurate for time intervals as short
with the oppositetrend below 5 eps. It should as 2 minutes.
be noted that Ri for periodVIII in group 4 was
The spectral data presented here must be
+0.35. This may be responsiblefor the rela- regarded as a limited sample of scintillation
tively high power indicated at 5 eps for this characteristicspossibleunder a wide range of
period. It is not clear why the relative power stable conditionsover snow. Spectral analysis
at 40 eps is higher for group 3 than for group 4. of additional data is currently under way to
The singlespectrumidentifiedas group 2 for explore further relationshipsbetween spectral

conveniencerepresentsa period of small Ri characteristics and flow conditions.
(+0.01) and relatively high crosswind. An exSUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
pecteddecreasein powerfor the lower frequencies is dearly evident.

In Figure 11 the eight spectraare shownin
terms of the product/•W•(f), with frequencyon
a logarithmicscale.This representationmakes
it possibleto comparespectraconvenientlyin
terms of the frequency of maximum value of
/W•(/). Thus, to compare these results with
those obtainedby Tatarski [1961] the maxima,
/•m,have been computedand listed in Table 1.
Following Tatarski,/•m is definedas the average
of the two frequenciesat which/•W•(f) is onehalf of the maximum

measured

value. To elim-

inate the influenceof normal wind speed,path
length, and wavelengthof light, the parameter

was also computed for each period and listed
in Table 1. The values range from 0.15 to 0.31,
with an average of 0.22.
Tatarski's theoretical value for ra, postulated
for an infinitely small aperture, is 0.155.He
found, however, an average experimental value
of 0.32 for 80 spectra obtained with a 2-mm
aperture. It is not surprising,therefore, to find
an average ra of 0.22 for these data obtained
with a 3-inch aperture.
There appears to be little correlation be-

The average intensity of optical scintillation
over a horizontal path in turbulent flow near
the groundwas found to increasesystematically
with increasein absolutemagnitudeof the mean
vertical temperature gradient. For stable conditions over snow a larger number of observations indicated that, for a given temperature
gradient, scintillation intensity increaseswith
increasing wind speed. The snow data were
normalizedwith respect to mean temperature
gradient, and it was found that resulting ratios decreasedsystematically with increasing
(positive) Richardson numbers.A change in
slope at Ri -- +0.35 and other optical evidence suggestthat for Ri > 0.35 much of the
scintillation may have been due to turbulence

associated
with the breakingof internal gravity
waves.

For three separateexperimentsit was found
that the average intensity of scintillation was
proportionalto the length of path raisedto an
exponent, the experimental values of which
were 0.88, 0.85, and 0.75. Becausethese values
decreasewith increasingabsolute value of the
temperature gradient, the difference between

them and the theoreticalvalue of 0.91 predicted by Tatarski for isotropic turbulence in
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which the % law holds may be taken as a
measure of deviation

from these conditions due

to buoyancy effects.
Spectral analysis of eight separate 2-minute
scintillation recordings in stable stratification
over snow showeda tendency for low frequencies to dominate for conditionswith high Richardson numbers. An expectedimprovement in
correlationbetweenstability and spectral characteristics after normalization to wind-speed
component perpendicular to the optical path
was not apparent. Becausewind was measured
at only a single locat.ionnear the optical paœh
it is likely that the computedwind-speedcomponents were not representative of conditions
over the entire path so that expectedimprovement in correlation was obscured.
A test of the effect of the size of the receiver

aperture on spectral results showed (in accordance with Tatarski's theoretical result) a shift

in relative power from low to higher frequencies as the aperture diameter was decreased.
Both the size of the aperture and the relatively strong stability during these measurements may account for the fact that the normalized spectral maxima m ---- •f,• (kL)Z/a/v,
ranged from 0.15 to 0.31 in comparisonwith
Zatarski's

theoretical

value of 0.55 for an in-

finitely smallaperture.Additionalspectralanalyses and aperture tests are required to establish reliable relationshipsbetween scintillation
and turbulence

in stratified

flow.

The resultsreported here representpreliminary findings of a natural phenomenonfairly
commonin the earth's atmosphere.Analysis in
terms of thermal stability, wind speed, and
Richardsonnumber permits application to various scientificand engineeringproblemsinvolving electromagneticpropagation through the
atmosphere.In addition, there existsthe possibility of usingopticalscintillationt.ostudy average atmospheric turbulence characteristics in
long paths over inaccessibleareas such as forests, glaciers, or water surfaces.
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